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Appendix F   
PADS MISSION PROCEDURES 

(from TM 08837A-12/1A) 
 
 
1.  Pre-Operation Checks and Services 
 
    a. Check that primary pallet, battery box, and CDU are securely mounted. 
    b. Inspect fluid level of vehicle and PADS batteries.  Replenish as necessary. 
    c. Check that all cables are properly connected and that power cable to vehicle is secure. 
    d. Check for proper operation of flashlight. 
    e. Clean porro prism. 
    f. Check that all equipment is properly stowed and does not block airflow to PADS or  
 interfere with vibration isolators. 
    g. Check that PS Battery and Vehicle circuit breakers CB1 and CB2 are off. 
    h. Start vehicle and verify proper operation of electrical system. 
 
 
2.  30-Day Azimuth Gyro Bias 
 
    a. Perform Pre-Operation Checks and Services as listed in section 1 above. 
    b. Set PS Battery and Vehicle circuit breakers CB1 and CB2 to ON. 
    c. Press ON/OFF; PADS cues for GPS C-E. 

    d. Set engine idle for smooth operation. 
    e. Perform Lamp Test. 
    f. Press ENT; PADS cues for FOM 1-9.  Only a FOM of 1 should be used with the PADS  
  except in extreme cases where more accurate data is not available.   
    g. Press 1, ENT;  PADS cues for AOV C-E.  If using a GPS antenna mounted to the  
  vehicle, refer to the TM; if using a control point or GPS coordinates with a plumb  
  bob mount, continue with step h. 
    h. Press CLR;  PADS displays a flashing SS  SPH  ? (Last code entered). 
    i. Press SPH; display stops flashing. 
    j. Press 2, 0, Spheroid Code, ENT; PADS displays PAUSE; cues for vehicle type  by  
  displaying the last vehicle code entered. 
    k. Press the vehicle code, ENT; PADS displays a flashing E. 
    l. Press E, UTM grid zone, Easting coordinate, ENT; PADS displays a flashing N. 
    m. Press N, Northing coordinate, ENT; PADS pauses; displays a flashing EL. 
    n. Press EL, + or -, Elevation (meters), ENT; PADS displays its current mode.  Operator  
  exits vehicle. 
    o. Alignment takes approximately 2½ to 3 hours and ends at Mode 18 at which time the  
 PADS will display a flashing GO; the operator can perform shutdown procedures   
 or he can continue with a survey mission.    

          PADS MUST NOT BE MOVED UNTIL THE 30-DAY IS COMPLETED  
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PADS MISSION PROCEDURES 
(from TM 08837A-12/1A) 

 
 
3.  Initialization with UTM Coordinates 
 
    a. Perform Pre-Operation Checks and Services as listed in section 1 above. 
    b. Position Vehicle within 100 meters of initialization point. 
    c. Set PS Battery and Vehicle circuit breakers CB1 and CB2 to ON. 

    d. Press ON/OFF; PADS cues for GPS C-E. 
    e. Set engine idle for smooth operation. 
    f. Perform Lamp Test. 
    g. Press ENT; PADS cues for FOM 1-9.  Only a FOM of 1 should be used with the PADS  
  except in extreme cases where more accurate data is not available.   
    h. Press 1, ENT; PADS cues for AOV C-E.  If using a GPS antenna mounted to the   
 vehicle, refer to the TM, if using a control point or GPS coordinates with a plumb   
 bob mount, continue with step i. 
    i. Press CLR; PADS displays a flashing SS SPH? (Last code entered). 
    j. Press SPH, Spheroid Code, ENT; PADS displays PAUSE, cues for vehicle type by  
  displaying the last vehicle code entered. 
    k. Press the vehicle code, ENT; PADS displays a flashing E. 
    l. Press E, UTM grid zone, Easting coordinate, ENT; PADS displays a flashing N. 
    m. Press N, Northing coordinate, ENT; PADS pauses; displays a flashing EL. 
    n. Press EL, + or -, Elevation (meters), ENT; PADS displays its current mode.  Operator  
  exits vehicle. 
    o. Alignment takes approximately 30 to 45 minutes and ends at Mode 8 at which time the  
  PADS will display a flashing GO. 
 
 
4.  Initialization with Geographic Coordinates 
    a. Perform steps 3a through 3i above. 
    b. Press SPH, 1, 0, Spheroid Code, ENT; PADS displays PAUSE, cues for vehicle type  
  by displaying the last vehicle code entered. 
    c. Press the vehicle code, ENT; PADS displays a flashing LO. 
    d. Press E, + or -, Longitude, ENT; (A longitude is + if in the eastern hemisphere, - if in  
  the western hemisphere.)  PADS display a flashing LA. 
    e. Press N, Latitude, ENT; PADS pauses; displays a flashing EL. 
    f. Press EL, + or -, Elevation (meters), ENT; PADS displays its current mode.  Operator  
  exits vehicle. 
    g. Alignment takes approximately 30 to 45 minutes and ends at Mode 8 at which time the  
  PADS will display a flashing GO. 
 

 

    PADS MUST NOT BE MOVED FOR AT LEAST ONE MINUTE AFTER TURNON.  
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(from TM 08837A-12/1A) 

 
 
5.  Update with a Plumb Bob w/ SCP or GPS (antenna not on vehicle) 
 
    a. Maneuver vehicle to place the plumb bob over the point. 
    b. Stop the vehicle, set the parking brake, place transmission in neutral. 
    c. Press STOP, UPDT; CDU will display GPS C-E. 
    d. 1.  SCP- If plumb over an SCP, Press CLR.  CDU displays  C-E.  Go to step e.    
 2.  GPS- If plumb over a GPS position, Press ENT.  CDU will display DIFF C-E. 
     (For procedures concerning differential GPS with the PADS, refer to the TM) 
     a.  Press CLR; CDU will display FOM 1-9.  Only a FOM of 1 should be used with  
  the PADS except in extreme cases where more accurate data is not available. 
     b.  Press 1, ENT; CDU displays AOV C-E. 
     c.  Press CLR; CDU displays C-E.    
    e. Press CLR; CDU displays a flashing E. 
    f. Press E, UTM grid zone, Easting coordinate, ENT; PADS displays a flashing N. 
    g. Press N, Northing coordinate, ENT; PADS pauses; displays a flashing EL. 
    h. Press EL, + or -, Elevation (meters), ENT; PADS pauses, CDU displays update   
 results in the form of a PAE Code.  GO flashes, informing the operator the   
  vehicle can be moved. 
 
 
 
6.  Update Position Only with Plumb-Bob (SCP or GPS) 
 
    a. Perform steps 5a through 5g above. 
    b. Press CLR; CDU displays update results in the form of a PAE Code.  GO flashes,  
  informing the operator the vehicle can be moved. 
 
 
 
7.  Update Elevation Only with Plumb-Bob  (SCP or GPS) 
 
    a. Perform steps 5a through 5e above. 
    b. Press CLR; CDU displays a flashing EL.   
    c. Press EL, + or -, Elevation (meters), ENT; PADS pauses, CDU displays update   
 results in the form of a PAE Code.  GO flashes, informing the operator the   
  vehicle can be moved. 
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(from TM 08837A-12/1A) 

 
 
 
8.  Update with Theodolite w/ SCP or GPS (antenna not on vehicle) 
 
    a. Setup theodolite over SCP or GPS located point. 
    b. Maneuver vehicle to obtain autoreflection (See section 17) 
    c. Stop the vehicle, set the parking brake, place transmission in neutral. 
    d. Press STOP, UPDT; CDU will display GPS C-E; exit the vehicle, level the porro prism. 
    e. 1.  SCP- If plumb over an SCP, Press CLR.  CDU displays C-E.  Go to step f.    
 2.  GPS- If plumb over a GPS position, Press ENT.  CDU will display DIFF C-E. 
     (For procedures concerning differential GPS with the PADS, refer to the TM) 
     a.  Press CLR; CDU will display FOM 1-9.  Only a FOM of 1 should be used with  
  the PADS except in extreme cases where more accurate data is not available. 
     b.  Press 1, ENT; CDU displays AOV C-E. 
     c.  Press CLR; CDU displays C-E.    
    f. Press ENT; CDU displays a flashing E. 
    g. Press E, UTM grid zone, Easting coordinate, ENT; PADS displays a flashing N. 
    h. Press N, Northing coordinate, ENT; PADS pauses; displays a flashing D. 
    i. Press DIST, offset dist. from theodolite, ENT; PADS pauses, displays flashing EL. 
    j. Press EL, + or -, Elevation (meters), ENT; PADS pauses, CDU displays update   
 results in the form of a PAE Code.  GO flashes, informing the operator the   
  vehicle can be moved. 
 
 
 
9.  Update Position Only with Theodolite (SCP or GPS) 
 
    a. Perform steps 8a through 8i above. 
    b. Press CLR; CDU displays update results in the form of a PAE Code.  GO flashes,  
  informing the operator the vehicle can be moved. 
 
 
 
10.  Update Elevation Only with Theodolite  (SCP or GPS) 
 
    a. Perform steps 8a through 8e above. 
    b. Press CLR; CDU displays a flashing EL.   
    c. Press EL, + or -, Elevation (meters), ENT; PADS pauses, CDU displays update   
 results in the form of a PAE Code.  GO flashes, informing the operator the   
  vehicle can be moved. 
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11.  Mark a Position and Elevation with a Plumb Bob 
 
    a. Position the vehicle so that a plumb bob strung over the suspension point is plumb over  
  the station.  Set parking brake, place transmission in neutral. 
    b. Press STOP, MARK; if 2 POS C-E appears, Press CLR; CDU displays C-E. 
    c. Press CLR; PADS pauses and records the position and elevation, CDU displays the  
  results of the mark in the form of a PAE Code.  Go flashes to inform the operator  
  the vehicle can be moved. 
    d. Press E; record easting, Press N; record northing, Press EL; record elevation. 
 
 
 
12.  Mark a Two-Position Azimuth Mark 
 
    a. Perform steps 11a through 11d above. 
    b. Drive vehicle toward second point requiring survey in < 70 sec.  (100-1000 meters). 
    c. Press ID, 0, ENT, DIST; monitor distance to ensure azimuth line exceeds 100 meters.     
    d. Maneuver vehicle so that the plumb bob is plumb over the azimuth mark.  Set the   
  parking brake, place the transmission in neutral. 
    e. Press STOP, MARK; CDU displays 2 POS C-E. 
    f. Press ENT; PADS pauses and records the position, azimuth, and elevation, CDU   
 displays the results of the mark in the form of a PAE Code.  Go flashes to inform   
 the operator the vehicle can be moved. 
    g. Press E; record easting, Press N; record northing, Press EL; record elevation, Press  
  GAZ; record grid azimuth (If true azimuth is needed, press GAZ again, CDU  
  displays TAZ C-E, press ENT). 
 
 
 13.  Mark a Position and Elevation with a Theodolite 
 
    a. Setup theodolite over point to be marked. 
    b. Maneuver vehicle to obtain autoreflection (See section 17) 
    c. Stop the vehicle, set the parking brake, place transmission in neutral. 
    d. Press STOP, Mark; if 2 POS C-E appears, Press CLR; CDU displays C-E. 
    e. Press ENT; CDU will alternate between READ and for 64 seconds.  Bypass this   
 internal motion test by pressing CLR; CDU displays flashing D.  
    f. Press DIST, offset dist. from theodolite, ENT; PADS pauses, and records the position  
  and elevation, CDU displays the results of the mark in the form of a PAE Code.   
  GO flashes to inform the operator the vehicle can be moved. 
    g. Press E; record easting, Press N; record northing, Press EL; record elevation. 
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PADS MISSION PROCEDURES 

(from TM 08837A-12/1A) 
 
 
14.  Mark a Position, Azimuth, and Elevation with a Theodolite 
 
    a. Setup theodolite over point to be marked. 
    b. Maneuver vehicle to obtain autoreflection (See section 17) 
    c. Stop the vehicle, set the parking brake, place transmission in neutral. 
    d. Press STOP, Mark; if 2 POS C-E appears, Press CLR; CDU displays C-E. 
    e. Press ENT; CDU will alternate between READ and for 64 seconds then displays a  
  flashing  < 00.  DO NOT DISTURB THE VEHICLE. 
    f. Measure and record the offset distance and the horizontal angle from the autoreflection to 
  the azimuth mark. 
    g. Press <; PADS pauses to check for azimuth motion.  If azimuth motion is within limits,  
  the CDU will display < again; if not, the CDU will display C-E and steps d  
  through f must be repeated. 
    h. Press horizontal angle to 0.01 mils, ENT; CDU displays a flashing D.   
    i. Press DIST, offset dist. from theodolite, ENT; PADS pauses, and records the position,  
 azimuth, and elevation, CDU displays the results of the mark in the form of a   
 PAE Code.  GO flashes to inform the operator the vehicle can be moved. 
    j. Press E; record easting, Press N; record northing, Press EL; record elevation.  Press  
  GAZ; record grid azimuth (If true azimuth is needed, press GAZ again, CDU  
  displays TAZ C-E, press ENT). 
 
 
15.  Current Data Display 
 
    a. Press ID, 0, ENT  
    b. Press E; CDU will display the current Easting, even while in motion.      
 Press N; CDU will display the current Northing, even while in motion. 
 Press EL; CDU will display the current Elevation, even while in motion. 
 Press DIST; CDU will display the distance in meters from the last mark or update. 
 Press GAZ; CDU will display the current Grid Azimuth measured toward the front of  
   the vehicle, even while in motion. 
 
 
16.  Recording Adjusted Data 
 
    a. Update PADS using the procedures above. 
    b. Press ID, the ID# of the marked point, ENT  
    c. Press E for adjusted Easting, Press N for adjusted Northing, and Press EL for adjusted  
  Elevation; PADS will adjust azimuth; however, the adjusted azimuth is not  
  recorded and is not used.   
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PADS MISSION PROCEDURES 
(from TM 08837A-12/1A) 

 
17.  Obtaining Autoreflection 
 
    a. Position vehicle within 16 meters of station. 
    b. Press STOP; PADS performs a Z-Vel. 
    c. Set up theodolite over station.  Open Porro Prism Cover and rough level the Porro Prism. 
    d. Point theodolite at Porro Prism, the instrument operator gives directions to the driver that  
  will place the reflection of the theodolite in the Porro Prism so that the instrument  
  operator can sight on the reflected sight of the theodolite.  
    e. Once autoreflection is achieved, the driver exits the vehicle. 
    f. Press STOP; PADS performs a Z-Vel. 
    g. The driver fine levels the porro prism.  The instrument operator verifies that   
  autoreflection is still there. 
    h. Instrument Operator sights on the PADS stadia bar, placing the left stadia of the reticle  
  on the zero of the scale.  If the right stadia falls on the PADS stadia bar, the  
  distance along the autoreflection is read directly off the right stadia, distances less  
  than 8 meters.  If the right stadia does not fall on the PADS stadia bar, the   
  instrument operator reads the center stadia and multiplies the reading by 2,  
  distances between 8 and 16 meters. 
    i. If performing the Optical Azimuth Method, the horizontal angle is now measured.  The  
  angle is turned from the autoreflection (not the stadia bar) to the azimuth mark.         
       

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

AUTOREFLECTION 
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PADS MISSION PROCEDURES 
(from TM 08837A-12/1A) 

 
18.  PADS V.4 Spheroid Codes 
 
    Clarke 1866   1 
    International  2 
    Clarke 1880   3 
    Everest   4 
    Bessel   5 
    Spare   6 
    Spare   7 
    Australian GRS 67  8 
    GRS 1980/WGS 84  9     
    Airy    10 
    Modified Airy  11 
    Modified Everest  12 
    WGS72   13 
    Hough   14 
    User Defined  15 
    User Defined  16 
 
 
19.  PLGR Checklist  (To use PLGR with PADS) 
 
    a. Turn PLGR On, Setup Mode CONT.     
    b. Verify Crypto 
    c. Verify Setup 
 1.  Horizontal Datum 
     2.  Verify Vertical Datum 
     3.  SV-Type:  all-Y  
    d. Remain in CONT Mode until: 
 1.  Alm Age:  1 Day 
 2.  FOM:  1  
    e. Setup Mode:  AVG 
    f. Averages:  300 or 5 min.  (must remain FOM: 1 while averaging)   
 


